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● SDG claims are growing in popularity in the VCM; issuances and
retirements of credits with SDG claims trended higher since 2015.
Over half of all projects issuing credits made SDG claims in 2022.

● The presence of SDG claims overall appears to positively influence
carbon credit prices in 2022, however this is more evident for
non-NBS credits than for NBS sector projects.

● The most commonly claimed SDGs in 2022 are 13 (Climate action),
7 (Affordable & clean energy), and 8 (Decent work and economic
growth).
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SDG claims are common in the VCM yet their influence on the market
is not widely researched. This report is the first of its kind. We
investigate the trends and potential influence that SDG claims may
have on price with data acquired from registries, data from Xpansiv
CBL market, and our own data analytics. SDG claims have increased
in commonality for both issued and retired credits from 2015 to 2022.
A more focused analysis on 2022 reveals that SDG claims have a
positive influence on price per credit. However, this influence is
marginal for credits from NBS sector projects. This analysis provides a
top level overview of SDG claims in the market for 2022. More can be
explored on the extent of the influence SDG claims have on the
market.
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The BeZero Carbon Rating of voluntary carbon credits represents BeZero Carbon’s current opinion on the likelihood that carbon
credits issued by a project achieve a tonne of CO2e avoided or removed.  The BeZero Carbon Rating and other information
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01 Introduction

The United Nations’ SDG (Sustainable Development Goals) framework
(Figure 1) is increasingly used in an attempt to standardise the
demonstration of co-benefit impacts in the VCM (Voluntary Carbon
Market). Project accreditors have developed processes to validate
SDG claims, with requirements ranging from relying entirely on
self-reporting by the project developer to the validation, verification,
and monitoring of quasi-independent bodies. Over half of all projects
in 2022 claim at least one SDG impact (Figure 13). Despite their
increased attachment to projects (Figure 4), there is a lack of evidence
on the suitability or veracity of SDG claims. Similarly, little is known
about the influence that SDG claims have on the dynamics of the
VCM.

Figure 1: The 17 Sustainable Development Goals. Note the
content of this publication has not been approved by the United
Nations and does not reflect the views of the United Nations or
its officials or Member States.
https://www.un.org/sustainabledevelopment/sustainable-develop
ment-goals/

This report contributes towards filling the gap in knowledge by
providing the first review of SDG claims within the VCM. We present
aggregated analysis to provide an overall impression of the way that
SDG claims are being utilised. The data presented simply provides a
snapshot of the state of SDG claims in 2022: it does not reflect
BeZero’s opinions on the use of SDG claims in the market.
Interpretation of the implications of the data presented is left to the
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reader. Credit issuances, retirements, and SDG claims data1 was
sourced from the four largest accreditors, Verra, Gold Standard (GS),
American Carbon Registry (ACR), and Climate Action Reserve (CAR)
and utilised together with pricing data from Xpansiv’s CBL market2.
All of the analyses were conducted by BeZero.

02 Context of SDG claims in the VCM

The following section provides context on the use of SDG claims in
the market since 2015, the year the SDGs were implemented. Supply
of and demand for voluntary carbon credits with associated SDG
claims are demonstrated by issuances and retirements3 respectively.
The supply of and demand for credits with SDG claims has increased
over time in line with the increase in the VCM more generally.
However, it is not clear whether the factors influencing the supply
side (i.e. drivers of project development) are reflected in the demand
side requirements.

2.1 The supply of and demand for credits with SDG
claims has increased over time

Following the overall market trends, issuances and retirements of
credits with SDG claims have increased from 2015 to 2022. The
issuances and retirement of all credits has increased over time
(Figure 2 & 3). Issuances and retirements of credits specifically with
SDG claims spiked in 2015, the year the UN SDGs were agreed upon
in the Paris Agreement.

3 Retirements do not map perfectly onto demand as each credit also represents one tonne of carbon dioxide,
which is presumably the primary motivation for retirement.

2 The pricing data used in this report is sourced from Xpansiv, from its CBL market, a global exchange company
covering a portion of the market. BeZero reviewed actual trading prices from data representing over 48 million
tons of transactions during 2022.

1 The issuance, retirement, and SDG claims data is sourced from four major registries: ACR, CAR, Verra, Gold
Standard. This data is combined and analysed by BeZero.
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Upward trend in carbon credit issuance dipped in 2022

Figure 2: Issuances of credits in the VCM, monthly average per
calendar year between 2015 and 2022.

Growth in carbon credit retirements also stalled in 2022

Figure 3: Retirements of credits in the VCM, monthly average per
calendar year between 2015 and 2022.
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The proportion of projects that issue credits with SDG claims has
increased over time (Figure 4). The average share of projects issuing
credits with SDG claims in 2015 was around 34%, rising to 52% in
2022. Additionally, credit retirements with SDG claims increased by
20% points since 2015, reaching an average of 45% of retired credits
with claims in 2022 (Figure 5).

Share of projects issuing carbon credits with SDG claims
trending higher

Figure 4: The percentage of projects issuing credits with SDG
claims out of total projects that issue credits between 2015 and
2022.
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Share of retired carbon credits with SDG claims trending higher

Figure 5: The percentage of retired credits with SDG claims out
of total credits retired, between 2015 and 2022.

2.2 Number of projects claiming SDGs has increased
since 2015 with SDG 13 the most frequently claimed

Overall the number of projects that claim SDGs has risen over time,
with SDG 13 (Climate action) being the most frequently claimed
(99.8% of projects issuing credits with SDGs claim SDG 13).
However, of all projects that claim SDGs, only 2.4% claim SDG 13
alone. The next most frequently claimed SDGs are SDG 3 (Good
health and well-being) and SDG 7 (Affordable and clean energy),
which are commonly associated with household devices (e.g.
cookstove) projects. Several SDGs are rarely claimed, including SDG
11 (Sustainable cities and communities), SDG 16 (Peace, justice, and
strong solutions), and SDG 17 (Partnerships for the goals): this has
consistently been the case since 2015.
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Frequency of SDG claims by individual goal

Figure 6: Distinct number of projects issuing credits by each
SDG claimed, yearly count between 2015 and 20224. Note that
projects making multiple claims contribute to each line
accordingly.

2.3 Verra accounts for the majority of VCM credit
issuances, yet less than half have SDG claims

Although Verra-issued credits constitute 63% of the VCM between
2015 and 2022, they make up 48% of credits issued with SDG claims.
On the other hand, ACR issued credits make up 13% of credits but
issued 25% of credits with SDG claims. In 2015 the spread of credits
issued per accreditor was evenly balanced between three of the four
biggest accreditors, Verra, GS, and ACR (Figure 7).

However, in the following two years (2016, 2017) ACR accounted for
the majority of issuances with SDG claims, with almost 65% of

4 This data analysis does not represent the total number of projects issuing credits. Rather, the analysis
demonstrates how popular a single SDG is in the market.
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credits issued in 2017. This changed in 2018 with Verra and GS
increasing their credit issuances with SDG claims: combined Verra
and GS issuances accounted for 80% of the total. Verra continued
this upward trend until 2021, when it accounted for 70% of all
SDG-backed issuances. This dropped back to 43% of the market in
2022, during which the share of issuances became more evenly
distributed between Verra, GS, and ACR.

Early dominance of SDG claims by ACR followed by peak
issuance by Verra in 2021

Figure 7: Issuances of credits with SDG claims by accreditor
between 2015 and 2022.

Patterns of credit retirements with SDG claims follow the more
general market trends (Figure 8). Retirements of GS credits with SDG
claims dominated in 2015 and 2016, followed by Verra and ACR. In
2017 Verra had the highest number of retirements and continued to
do so through 2022. Despite the high volume of credits with claims
issued by ACR, this does not appear to be matched by retirements of
ACR credits with claims. Note that retirements of credits in a given
year could be credits of any vintage.
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Volume of retired credits with SDG claims by accreditor,
illustrating market share associated with Verra and Gold
Standard

Figure 8: Retirements of credits with SDG claims by accreditor
between 2015 and 2022.

2.4 Asia and the Americas have dominated the supply
and demand of credits with SDG claims between 2015
and 2022

The Americas and Asia issued the greatest number of credits with
SDG claims between 2015 and 2020. Since then there has been a
steady increase in supply and retirement of African credits (Figure 9).
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Market share dominance by Asia and the Americas, with Africa
an emerging force.

Figure 9: Issuances of credits with SDG claims by region
between 2015 and 2022.

Asia and the Americas contribute the majority of credit issuances with
SDG claims. However, retirements were mostly made by credits
developed in Asia: this was the case for every year except 2018
(Figure 10).
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Asia and the Americas contribute the greatest share of credit
retirements

Figure 10: Retirements of credits with SDG claims by region
between 2015 and 2022.

2.6 NBS credits are responsible for majority of the
issuances and retirements between 2015 and 2022

The supply and demand of credits with SDG claims has been
dominated by the Nature Based Solutions (NBS) sector since 2015,
peaking at 80% of issuances in 2017 (Figures 11 & 12). The next most
popular sectors are energy and household devices. The proportion of
retirements of SDG-backed credits from projects in other sectors
increased in 2022.
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NBS projects dominated SDG-backed credit issuances across
all sectors until 2022

Figure 11: Issuances of credits with SDG claims by major sector
between 2015 and 2022.

NBS projects dominated SDG-backed credit retirements
across all sectors until 2022
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Figure 12: Retirements of credits with SDG claims by major
sector between 2015 and 2022.

Overall, both issuances and retirements of credits with SDG claims
have been increasing since 2015 and were dominated by NBS
projects until 2022. The gap between issuances and retirements of
credits with claims closed in 2021.

03 Setting the scene for SDG claims in 2022

The following section explores the supply and demand of credits with
SDG claims in 2022, focusing on individual SDGs, accreditors,
sub-regions, and sector groups.

3.1 More projects issue credits with SDG claims than
without, but projects with SDG claims issued relatively
fewer credits

In 2022, more projects (58%) issued credits with SDG claims than
without (42%). However, the volume of credits with SDG claims was
lower for both issuances and retirements. In the case of issuances
this suggests that the average number of credits per project is lower
for SDG claims (Figure 13).

Additionally, compared to 2021, both issuances and retirements of
credits with SDG claims decreased in popularity in 2022. The percent
loss of issuances of credits with SDG claims compared to 2021 is
18% and the percent loss of retirements is 2%, but there was a small
percent increase in projects that issued credits with claims of 2.3%.
However, this is a reflection of the market as a whole as credits
without SDG claims also decreased in issuances and retirements
supporting the conclusion that the market did not grow in 2022.
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More projects issued credits with SDG claims than without in
2022 but more credits were issued and retired without SDG
claims

Figure 13: Proportion of credits with and without SDG claims in
2022 by distinct projects, issuances and retirements.

3.2 Supply and demand of credits by SDG

SDG 13 (Climate Action) and SDG 8 (Decent Work and Economic
Growth) were the most claimed SDGs of both issued and retired
credits in 2022 (Figure 14 & 15). It is no surprise that SDG 13 is the
most popularly claimed SDG, but there were two projects that did not
claim SDG 13 while claiming other SDGs: they accounted for
approximately 1.5 million credits issued.

The supply and retirement of credits with SDG claims was lowest for
projects claiming SDG 14 (Life below water). Additionally, It is
interesting to note that more credits were retired than issued for SDG
10 (Reduced inequality), SDG 11 (Sustainable cities and
communities) and SDG 14.
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SDGs 13, 8 and 7 were the three most frequently claimed in
2022 by credit issuance volume

Figure 14: Proportion of credits with SDG claims issued by
individual SDG in 2022.5

SDGs 13, 8 and 7 were the three most frequently claimed in
2022 by credit retirement volume

5 This data analysis does not represent the total number of projects issuing credits. Rather, the analysis
demonstrates how popular a single SDG is in the market.
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Figure 15: Proportion of credits with SDG claims retired by
individual SDG in 20226.

3.3 Gold Standard certified the greatest number of
projects that issued credits with SDG claims, but Verra
issued a greater volume of credits with SDG claims in
2022

More GS projects issued credits with SDG claims in 2022 than the
other three major accreditors, but a greater volume of credits with
SDG claims was issued from Verra projects (Figure 16 & 17). Verra
had both the greatest number of issuances and retirements of credits
with claims, accounting for 43% of issuances and 60% of retirements
(Figure 17 & 18). However, the majority of Verra issuances did not
have SDG claims, whereas all credits issued by GS were
SDG-backed. Additionally, CAR accounts for less than 1% of
issuances with SDG claims, but nearly 10% of issuances without
SDG claims.

Gold Standard projects dominated 2022 issuance of credits
with SDG claims

6 This data analysis does not represent the total number of projects issuing credits. Rather, the analysis
demonstrates how popular a single SDG is in the market.
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Figure 16: Distinct projects issuing credits with and without SDG
claims by accreditor in 2022.

Verra issued the greatest number of SDG-backed credits by
volume but over twice as many non-SDG-backed claims in
2022

Figure 17: Issuance of credits with and without SDG claims by
accreditor in 2022.
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Greatest volume of retired SDG-backed credits in 2022 were
issued by Verra

Figure 18: Retirements of credits with and without SDG claims by
accreditor in 2022.

3.4 Sub-Saharan Africa developed the greatest number of
projects issuing credits with SDG claims: Northern
America issued the greatest volume of credits with SDG
claims

The issuance of credits with SDG claims is dominated by
Sub-Saharan Africa (23%) and Northern America (23%.Figure 19).
Additionally, the greatest proportion of projects issuing credits with
SDG claims is in Sub-Saharan Africa (41%) (Figure 20).  (Figure 19).
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Northern America and Sub-Saharan Africa issued the greatest
portion of SDG-backed credits in 2022

Figure 19: Proportion of credit issuances with SDG claims and
without SDG claims by sub-region in 20227. The blue bars
represent the share of credits issued of each sub-region with
SDG claims and the green bars represent the share of credits
issued of each sub-region without SDG claims. Therefore,
conclusions can be drawn for both credits with SDG claims and
without.

7 Australia and New Zealand, Northern Africa, and Western Europe had very few issued credits with and/or
without SDG claims and were removed from this analysis.
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Share of projects issuing credits with and without SDG claims
by sub-region in 2022. The greatest proportions of credits with
SDG claims originated in Sub-Saharan Africa

Figure 20: Proportion of projects issuing credits with SDG claims
and without SDG claims by sub-region in 20228. The blue bars
represent the share of projects issuing credits of each
sub-region with SDG claims and the green bars represent the
share of projects issuing credits of each sub-region without SDG
claims. Therefore, conclusions can be drawn for both credits
with SDG claims and without.

Retirement of credits with SDG claims originating from Sub-Saharan
Africa (25%) and Southern Asia (23%) is greatest, yet most retired
credits without SDG claims originated in Southern Asia (29%) and
Eastern Asia (25%) (Figure 21).

8 Australia and New Zealand, Melanesia, Northern Africa, and Western Europe had 5 or less projects with
issuances of credit and were removed from this analysis.
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Sub-Saharan Africa and Southern Asia account for over half of
all retirement of credits with SDG claims: Asia accounts for
over half of all retirements of credits without SDG claims.

Figure 21: Proportion of credit retirements with SDG claims and
without SDG claims by sub-region in 20229. The blue bars
represent the share of credits retired of each sub-region with
SDG claims and the green bars represent the share of credits
retired of each sub-region without SDG claims. Therefore,
conclusions can be drawn for both credits with SDG claims and
without.

3.5 The NBS sector accounts for the greatest issuance
and retirement of credits with SDG claims in 2022

Credits with SDG claims are issued and retired most commonly from
NBS sector projects. The NBS sector accounts for approximately
36% of SDG-backed credit issuance and 41% of retirement (Figure
22 & 23). The energy sector accounted for the next largest issuance
(25%) and retirement (31%) of credits with SDG claims. Issuance of
credits without SDG claims is equally distributed between the energy
(34%) and NBS (33%) sectors. This trend is not observed for retired

9 Australia and New Zealand, Central Asia, Melanesia, Unknown, and Western Europe had few credits with
and/or without SDG claims retired and were removed from this analysis.
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credits without SDG claims, with a much larger proportion being in
the energy sector (55%) than the NBS sector (21%).

Share of issued credits in 2022 with and without claims by
sector with NBS dominating credits issued with claims

Figure 22: Proportion of credit issuances with and without SDG
claims by major sector in 2022. The blue bars represent the
share of credits issued of each sector group with SDG claims
and the green bars represent the share of credits issued of each
sector group without SDG claims. Therefore, conclusions can be
drawn for both credits with SDG claims and without.

Tech solutions had the lowest number of credits issued (less than
10,000) and retired (less than 1,000) with SDG claims, but those
credits issued and retired were all from the same project with a small
portion of the retired credits generated from the issued credits in
2022. The supply and demand of credits with and without SDG
claims varies substantially between sector groups.
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Share of retired credits in 2022 with and without claims by
sector group with NBS dominating credits issued with claims

Figure 23: Proportion of credit retirements with SDG claims and
without SDG claims by sector group in 2022. The blue bars
represent the share of credits retired of each sector group with
SDG claims and the green bars represent the share of credits
retired of each sector group without SDG claims. Therefore,
conclusions can be drawn for both credits with SDG claims and
without.

We narrow down our analysis in the next section on carbon credit
prices with SDG claims, looking specifically at the NBS sector and
non-NBS sectors.

04 SDG claims and carbon credit prices in 2022

4.1 Price premiums observed in the waste sector with
SDG claims
SDG claims do not substantially influence the average credit price
across sectors (Figure 24). The greatest price differentials are for the
waste sector (average price per credit with a(n) SDG claim(s) is 28%
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higher than those without)10 and the household devices sector
(average price per credit with a(n) SDG claim(s) is 7% higher than
those without).

Credits developed from NBS projects have the smallest price
differential between credits with and without SDG claims: the average
price per credit with a(n) SDG claim(s) is only 3% higher than those
without (Figure 24). Nevertheless, credits with SDG claims fetch
consistently higher prices across sectors11. NBS credits dominate the
market as a whole and because SDG claims appear to have only a
modest effect on NBS credit price, we conducted further analysis
separating NBS from non-NBS credits.

Weighted average price of a credit traded in 2022 by sector
group with the largest premiums for the waste sector and the
household devices sector

11 No credits were purchased in 2022 for Tech solutions with SDG claims.

10 There were more credits issued without SDG claims with lower prices but because it was a weighted average it
had a strong influence on the weighting. Thus, the percent difference between average price per credit of waste
sector credits with and without claims may be inflated.
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Figure 24: Weighted average price12 of a credit by sector group13

in 2022. The error bars represent the weighted interquartile
range14 (IQR).

4.2 At first glance, there is a positive but not necessarily
causal relationship between number of SDGs claimed
and weighted average credit price

The data illustrates a positive association between the number of
SDGs claimed and credit price (Figure 25) but this is not true when
broken down by sector (Figure 26). The relationship is imperfect but
projects with five or more SDGs claimed appear in general to
command higher prices than those with fewer than five, based on our
analysis of transaction price data from Xpansiv’s CBL market.

Positive relationship between credit price and number of SDGs
claimed in 2022

14 The weighted average price and weighted IQR account for the quantity of credits purchased at that price.

13 Tech solutions and unknown sector groups were removed from this analysis. This is because there were no
credit transactions with SDG claims for tech solutions and only one transaction with SDG claims for unknown
sectors.

12 The pricing data used in this graph is sourced from Xpansiv, from its CBL market, a global exchange company
covering a portion of the market.
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Figure 25: Weighted average price15 of a credit by the number of
SDGs claimed16 in 2022.

4.3 There is no relationship between the number of SDGs
and weighted average price for NBS credits

The number of SDG claims made per NBS credit does not appear to
influence credit price (Figure 26). However, when only the non-NBS
sector credits are analysed, the number of claims has a slightly
greater, but still weak correlation with price for non-NBS credits
(Figure 27).

No relationship between weighted average price of NBS
credits traded in 2022 and number of SDG claims

16 The pricing data used in this graph is sourced from Xpansiv, from its CBL market, a global exchange company
covering a portion of the market.

15 The weighted average price accounts for the quantity of credits purchased at that price.
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Figure 26: Weighted average price17 of NBS credits by the
number of SDGs claimed18 in 2022.

Weak relationship between weighted average price of
non-NBS credits traded in 2022 by number of SDG claims

18 The pricing data used in this graph is sourced from Xpansiv, from its CBL market, a global exchange company
covering a portion of the market.

17 The weighted average price accounts for the quantity of credits purchased at that price.
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Figure 27: Weighted average price19 of Non-NBS credits by the
number of SDGs claimed20 in 2022.

05 Conclusion

SDG claims are increasing in popularity in the VCM where the
proportion of projects issuing credits claiming SDGs and the
proportion of credits retired claiming SDGs has steadily increased
since 2015.

● Verra and GS both issued and retired the most credits with
SDG claims in 2022. Note, GS only issued projects with SDG
claims in 2022.

● The highest proportion of credits issued and retired with SDG
claims are from NBS sector projects.

● Analysis of price data and SDG claims in 2022 suggests that
the number of SDG claims has a positive, but not necessarily
causal correlation with credit price.

● Notably however, this influence is marginal for credits issued
from NBS sector projects suggesting that the inherent price
premium for the NBS sector has a greater influence on price
than the presence and number of SDG claims.

20 The pricing data used in this graph is sourced from Xpansiv, from its CBL market, a global exchange company
covering a portion of the market.

19 The weighted average price accounts for the quantity of credits purchased at that price
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Currently there are varied levels of detail behind the SDG claims
themselves. Several accreditors have developed processes for
sharing information on the impact behind project SDG claims.
However, reporting on the evidence for impacts towards SDGs isn’t
standardised and varies widely between individual projects (see our
report on the SDG claim lifecycle). This high level analysis of
interactions between SDG claims and features of the VCM is an effort
to begin to bring transparency to what is clearly an important aspect
of the market.
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